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We consider the breakdown of gases through laser irradiation with high-energy quanta. We show that for the same
energy gain rate of the electrons in the wave field the breakdown conditions change appreciably when the quantum
energy changes.

1. The breakdown of gases through laser irradiation,
discovered by Meyerand and Haught[l] has recently been
discussed in a large number of papers (see the review [2J
and also [3-10J). This is connected both with the purely
physical interest in studying the processes accompanying laser breakdown and with the practical importance of
the determination of the magnitude of threshold fluxes
characterizing the breakdown strength of gases and, in
particular, of air. However, in all cited papers the study
of the breakdown of gases was made on the basis of the
cl.assical kinetic equation which describes only the continuous motion of the electron along the energy axis.
Recently considerable progress has been made in the
construction of lasers with high energy radiation quanta.
Lasers have been constructed with molecular nitrogen
(hw ~ 4 eV)[llJ and hydrogen (nw~ 7.5 eV)[12,13 J , and
lasers with compressed inert gases (nw = 6 to
8 eV) [14-17J have been intensely studied. The utilization
of the high-frequency range (up to the x-ray band (see
the review r 18J)) is now one of the main problems of
quantum electronics. When the quantum energy is comparable to or larger than typical energies characterizing
the range of inelastic energy losses of an electron, the
classical kinetic equation is no longer applicable to describe the ionization process due to the discrete nature
of the gain of energy by the electron in the laser field.
Connected with this effect is the possibility of an appreciably easier penetration of the electron through the region where vibrational and electronic levels of a molecule
or an atom can be excited and this can appreciably
change the picture of the gas breakdown.
In the present paper we give an analytical discussion
of the problem of the cascade breakdown of gases
through laser irradiation with high-energy quanta.
According to the comparison with the numerical solution
of the quantal kinetic equation given below the analytical
solution is valid at least up to quantum energies of about
5 to 6 eV. We note that the only research, so far as we
know, about the breakdown of gases which takes the discrete nature of the absorption of light quanta into account [19J has been done numerically under very restricted conditions (nw = 1.8 eV and a radiation flux density
of 7.8 x 101°W/cm 2).
2. The quantal kinetic equation for the electron distribution function n(E, t) = noF(E)e yt in the light field is
of the form (see [2J)

b(E +fiw) = {E/(E +flW)}1/2a (E) is the coefficient for induced radiation for an electron of energy E +nw. The
collision integral Q includes terms connected with the
creation of electrons, ionization, the excitation of vibrational and electronic molecular levels, and so on.
Let us expand W in a series in nw. In that case (1)
can be written in the form
(2)

where J q is the electron flux in energy space which is
connected with the interaction of the electrons with the
laser field. If we retain in the expansion of W terms of
second order in nw we have for J q the usual classical
expression [2J .
(3)

where 0'0 = (e 2 EV2mw2)veff is the rate at which an electron acquires energy in the field Eo with frequency w
(veff is the elastic collision frequency); D = %EO'o is the
electron diffusion coefficient in energy space.
Writing the current in the form (3) does not take into
account the discrete nature of the energy gain by an electron in a variable electromagnetic field and can therefore not describe the process of the "discontinuous"
penetration of the electrons through the barriers of the
vibrational and electronic molecular energy levels. The
quantum nature of the absorption of the light can be
taken into account already in the next term in the expansion of W; Planck's constant occurs explicitly in the
kinetic equation. This statement is confirmed by the results of the numerical calculation given in Sec. 5 below.
In the approximation which is cubic in 'hw we have
(4)

where 0' = 0'0(1 + flw/E) 3/2 is a more accurate way to
describe the rate at which the electron gains energy.
The collisional term Qv which occurs in Q is connected
with the excitation of vibrational molecular levels and
can also be written in the form (see below)
(5)

The term in Q which is connected with the ionization and
with the excitation of the electronic molecular levels
can, as in [2J, be written in the form

1F(e) =GNo{ -a (e)F(e) -b (e)F(e) +a(e-nOl)F(e-nOl)
+b(e+nOl)F(e+1iOl)

1

+Q=W+Q,

J

(1)

F(e)de=1,

where n(E)dE is the number of electrons per cm 3 with
energies in the range E to E + dE; no is the initial electron density; G (cm- 2s- 1) is the light quanta flux; Na
the molecule density; a(E) the light absorption coefficient, per electron of energy E and per molecule;
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(6)

where
~ I corresponds to the energy of excitation of
the first electronic level of the molecule.
We can thus write Eq. (1) in the region E < I in the
form
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Introducing now the effective probability k for the penetration of electrons through the region of excitation of
electronic molecular levels we can write down the boundary conditions for the current:
(8)

(/,+1,) ._.=1,(0) =I,(l) (Hk) = (/,+1,).-,(1 +k).

F(e)=

Condition (8') means physically that electrons with E R:: I
lose their energy instantaneously in ionization and condition (8") that the region of energies where F(E) R:: 0
must be of the order of the quantum energy flw (as a
consequence of the discrete nature of the absorption of
light).

For small k (which is the case of practical interest) the
current Jq(E) + JV(E) R:: constant and the problem of determining y can be reduced to solving the equation
(hOl)'aa'F
aoF a
"(
-2-3a;;-2e"3Te+3 F +I ,(e) =T'

(10)

JF(e)de=1.

(10')

•

f.{

cr'rn (e+hOl,rn)F(e+liro,m) v (e+hOl'rn) -cr'm (e)F(e) v(e) },

(11)

'J.

,

2e,
[ 4et'
2 ] 'I.
1.",= (hOI)' ± (hOI)' - (hOI)'
'
al(2)=a, (1 +IiOl/eI(') ''',

while £1 is the average energy in the region E < E2 -~.
In the region E > E2 + ~ we shall look for the function
F(E) in the form
F (e) =3,/ ka,+exp (cr (e) / (1101) '),
cr (e) =cr, (e) +hOlcr, (e) + (1101) 'cr,(e) + . "

(15)

Using (8') and (8") we then find
F(e) =

:~, {1- ( ;

f U2 (Ii:)']),

e>e,H.

exp

(16)

We get from (10') for the constant y which describes the
development of the cascade
~=~+(~+_1_' )
3,

3a,

a,

3a'-a,

X{-2~+_,-1-[2a-e-'"
(a'+b'Sh2b~+2aCh2b~
)]} +(~+ ._1_)
a'-b'
b
.
a, 3a' -a,
1
c'+d'
)]}. (17)
x{ c,':'-;P(
2c-e-c~-"(-d-shd(e'-~)-2CChd(e,-M

We now turn to a determination of the current J v
which is connected with the interaction between electrons
and the vibrational molecular levels. The collision integral ~ has the form
Q,=N.

(14)

2ea
4e,'
2 (3a'
)]
1.",= (hOl),±Lhro)' + (1101)' ~-1

Integrating Eq. (7) and using (8) we get
(9)

e,-~<e<e,+~
e<ea-~

_, + C,e'.'+C,e'.',
ka,

(8')
(8")

(oF/oe) ._>=0.

ka, 3a'/ a,-1

3

where

Moreover, we have
F(I) =0,

\

x [_He- 2a . ( : sh2M+ch2M)] +

t .-

+ _1_ -1+e- d ':.-')
~-~

(r

-shd(E,-~)+chd(~,-~)

d'

)] a'-b'

--e-'"·sh2b~.

b

m_O

where O"Om is the cross-section for the excitation of the
m-th vibrational level of the molecule with a quantum
energy hwOm; v is the electron velocity. We can expand
Eq. (11) in a power series in fiwOm' This is connected
with the fact that the average energy lost by an electron
when it excites a molecule, i.e., the average magnitude
of the quantUM absorbed by the molecule (flwOm>
R:: 0.1 eV is :...ppreciably less than that energy of an electron for which vibrational levels are effectively excited
(1 to 3 eV). In that case
ai, 0
.Q, =

--= -

08

oe

[a'(e)F(e)],

(12)

Here
2e,

a= (hro)"

b-[
4e,' +_2_(3a' -1)]'"
- (hOI)' (hOI)' a,
.

2e,
c=(hro)"

2 ] 'I,

[ 4e,'
d=

(hOl)'-(liul)'

.

If 0'*/0'0 ~ 1, which corresponds to the case of atomic

gases, we get from (17)
(18)

which agrees with the result of [2J. If 0'*/0'0 » 1 and
1iw ~ 0 (physically this case corresponds to the breakdown of molecular gases, for instance, the breakdown of
air by the radiation from a C02 laser)
ka,
(3~a' )
,=-exp - - - .

where O'*(E) is the rate of electron energy losses through
the excitation of vibrational levels,
The region 2~ in which an effective excitation of the
vibrational structure of the molecule occurs is small
compared to L In our calculations we can thus assume
that
.( )= {a'=const if le-~,I<~
(13)
a e

0

if le-~,I>~'

4e,

»1

If O'*/ao
andflw is sufficiently large
(flw
E2~(O'dO'*)) we can write Eq. (17) in the form

>

k
1
) - -1- ,a,
sh A
)]
::-=
- 1 ( ----;-I-2~
-, [ 2e,-e-< (3a'
2~---+2e,chA
3,
a, 3
a, 3a
a, A
1 {[ 2e,-e-o ( +~

We can solve Eq. (10) separately in three regions:
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(19)

The same result, reflecting the classical process of the
diffusion of electrons through the barrier of vibrational
levels, was obtained in [8J .

where E2 is the average electron energy in that region.

and afterwards join the functions F(E) and their derivatives in the points E =E2 - ~ and E =E2 +~. In the first
two regions the solution of Eq. (10) has the form

e,a,

sinB
(e,-~)-S

+2e, cos B )]

(20)

where
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equation. Here T* = t>.f!D = 3t>.f!2Iuo is the time for the
diffusion of the electron through the excitation region t>.1;

2e, (e,-t.)
(liw) ,

'1'='

> t>.1 we

b) in the case of large quanta l1w
the following expression:
For large nw we get for y expression (18); in that case
the conditions for breakdown of molecular gases approach those for atomic gases. In other words, the
transmission coefficient of the vibrational level barrier
tends for sufficiently large 'flw to unity.
3. The probability k for the penetration of an electron
through the region of excitation of electronic molecular
levels t>.1 = I - d: also depends on the energy of the quantum. Let us estimate that effect.
As t>.1 is small compared to I the electron distribution in the excitation region is almost stationary. For
the same reason we may assume the probability 1/7* for
the excitation to be energy-independent and also in J q put
E = (E) ~ I in the coefficient of i:lF/i:lE[2] (c) is the
average energy in the region t>.1)' The kinetic equation
for the electrons in the region t>.1 then will be of the form
(liw) , ~~-2/~~+~~+~=0,
2 3 iJe'
3 iJe'
3 iJe
't'
(iJFliJe) '~l=O,

F(l) =0,

(21 ')

canst {exP(A,e) - 1.,-1., exp[A,e+ (1.,-1. 2 )1]
~.,-I"

(22)

+1.,-1., eX P [A,e+(A,-i.,)1]},
1.,-1.,

where
A,=~+y,

1

1'3

A'=A;=~-2Y+2iZ,

y= (~'-TJ'+l'TJ'-I)') '1,+ (~'-TJ3- YTJ'-I)') "',
Z= (~'-TJ3+l'TJ'-6') '1,-

4

~= 3

1

W-TJ'-l'TJ'-6') "',

3

'1,

TJ= ('t'ao(liw)' )

(liw)"

e-(Hy)"
( (liw) ,
k-'= '/,(lIw)'(9y'+3z') -2-

x(~+y)'-2/(~+y) H+e"'y., {[ (11;)'

lla

(25)

.

We see easily from (25) that the transmission coefficient
for the barrier of the electronic levels tends to unity as
nw increases.
4. Let us consider a concrete example: we shall estimate the magnitude q* of the threshold radiation flux
density in the case of the breakdown of molecular
nitrogen and compare it with results obtained using the
approximation (3). For an estimate we can simplify (20)
to read
k
1
2e, [ 21'.. (6a' )
-""-+ch- 3y
3ao
a,
liw a,

',"

]
-1.

(26)

From the breakdown criterion yT = 40 we get from (26)
the following expression to determine q* (in W/cm 2):
23 . 10-13 k"ll'Ii't • = lev
.
(lIw)ev' q
3

+

(27)

2e,ev . (ch [ 3·10" (2t.)ev'<1iwom)eV~(lom ,1'"
(1+lIw/E,) "
(J,.(1+liw/e,)"q·]

_ 1') ,

According to[20J for molecular nitrogen ~aOm = 3
x 10- 16 cm 2, atr = 1.2 x 10- 15 cm 2, (1J.wOm) = 0.5 eV. We
give in Fig. 1 the threshold radiation flux densities
q!, qt, and qt, obtained, respectively, from Eqs. (18),
(19), and (27), as functions of ii.w for T = 10- 6 s, k ~ 0.1,
p = 1 atmos, veff ~ 3 x 10 12 S-1. This figure illustrates
the effect of the vibrational levels of nitrogen on the
conditions for optical breakdown for different magnitudes
of the quanta nw. From the results given here it is clear
that the quantum nature of the absorption of radiation by
electrons begins to affect the results when ii.w ~ 1 eV
and when 'hw ~ 4 eV the damping of the electrons by
vibrational levels ceases to play an important role and
nitrogen behaves like an atomic gas.

(3~2y_3~y2+'I,y'_ 'I ,z'y-3Z2~)

z1'3
-2/ 3~y-'I,y2_'/2Z'

+

z1'3

1'3

[(liW)2(

5 2 3 ')
-t;y--4-z

3~]

z1'3

xsin2'Z!',.'- -2-

(23)

~2+2~y

-2I(~+y)+1 ]

xcos1';zt.,}),

Let us consider the most interesting limiting cases.
a) In the case when nw

~

FIG. I. Threshold radiation
flux densities qi, q~, and q~, obtained, respectively, from Eqs.
(18), (19), and (27) for nitrogen
as functions of hw for 7" = 10-6
s, k = 0,1, and p = I atm.

0 we have

k=exp(-l'T'IT'),

(24)

which is the same as the result obtained by Ratzer [2J
taking into account terms quadratic in nw in the kinetic
280
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~=C'ao(lIw)')

1+2 exp(-'I,s)cos (3'''£12)

5. To check the applicability of the expansion (4) for
the description of the quantum nature of the energy gain
by the electrons in the field of a light wave we solved
the kinetic equation (1) for the distribution function
numerically on an M-220 digital computer. In the calculation we took into account the excitation of the vibrational and electronic levels of the molecule, and also
ionization. We took the cross-sections for these proces-

128
I'
) 'I,
, 6=( 9 't'ao(liw)'
'

Taking the ratio of the currents and making a few
straightforward transformations we get

x

3e-!

--,----:--,:-,cc-:--~--,-:-:-

(21)

The probability for an electron to penetrate through the
excitation region is, clearly, equal to the ratio of the
currents, k = Jq(I)/Jq(Et). The solution of Eq. (21) which
satisfies the boundary conditions (21') is
F=

k=

get for k
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ses from [21, 22J for the nitrogen molecule which is of
practical interest. We evaluated for the calculated distribution function the rate of excitation of the electronic
levels (vx ) and the rate of ionization (vi)' In Fig. 2 we
give Vx and vi as functions of the magnitude of the laser
radiation quantum for q/(fiW)2 = 1.5 X 1011 W/cm 2 eV 2•
For comparison we show the results of the solution of
the classical kinetic equation. When the quantum of the
incident radiation increases the quantities Vx and Vi increase appreciably as compared to their classical magnitude. This is connected with the "jump" of electrons
through the barrier of the vibrational levels.
In Fig. 3 we give the threshold radiation flux as function of fiw obtained from a numerical calculation. The
breakdown criterion was yT = 40 (y = Vi)' We obtained
then for the transmission coefficient for the barrier of
the electronic levels of nitrogen the magnitude k = Vi /vx
~ 10-3 to 10-\ For comparison we have given in Fig. 3
the results of an analytical calculation using Eq. (27)
with k = 10- 3, T = 10-5 s.
The good agreement between the results of the analytical and the numerical calculations confirm the adequacy of retaining in the approximate kinetic equation
the term which is cubic in fiW/E, at least for nw ~ 4 to
5 eV.
In conclusion the authors express their gratitude to
N. G. Basov and O. N. Krokhin for discussions of the results.
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FIG. 2. Rate of excitation of electronic levels Vx and rate of ionization
Vi for nitrogen as functions of hw for q/(hW)2 = 1.5 X 10 11 Wfem 2 eV 2.
FIG. 3. Results of a numerical calculation of the hw-dependenee of
the threshold radiation flux density for k = 10- 3 to 10-4 and T = 10-5 s.
The dots indicate the results of a calculation using Eq. (27) for k = 10-3
and T = 10-5 s.
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